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Music for organ
They were all organists, the composers on this morning’s 
programme. That’s one reason that so much of the organ’s 
repertoire is such a special – and such a specialist – 
phenomenon: imagine the skills that are required to get the 
most out of the instrument, to understand its behemothic 
power and infinite complexities, its combinations of registration, 
pedal board and all those keyboards stacked on top of one 
another like a steampunk instrumental fantasy. I mean, just look 
at it! The Royal Albert Hall organ’s 9,999 pipes – I’ve counted 
them, or at least someone has – which produce sounds that 
traverse the entire range of human hearing and that pummel 
your solar plexus with an onslaught of vibration, tremulation and 
sonic earthquake. Surely you need to be an organist like Widor, 
Escaich, Franck et al to write great organ music.

Here, however, are a few pieces composed by non-organists, or  
at least composers who didn’t self-identify as organist-
composers. First, and most insignificantly, is a piece for the organ 
by that giant of the piano keyboard, Ludwig van Beethoven: a 
Fugue in D major he wrote in 1784 as a 13-year-old candidate 
for the position of second organist at the Bonn Court (he duly 
got the job and was employed as a teenage musician). One of 
the first works by Beethoven to survive, and the only music for 
solo organ he ever composed, it offers precisely nothing in the 
way of hints as to what was to come but does give a glimpse of 
the teenage skills of the composer who would later go on to 
break musical conventions; here he is dutifully obeying them. He 
left the conventions behind, just as he did the organ.

Two 20th-century composers came later in their compositional 
lives to the organ and wrote two of their most unforgettable 
pieces for the instrument: György Ligeti’s Volumina and Carl 
Nielsen’s Commotio. Both are epic statements that define a 
new language for the instrument. Nielsen’s piece – written at 
the very end of his life and first performed after his death in 
1931 – is one of the strangest and most compelling 20 minutes 
of music of the early 20th century. It’s full of counterpoint 
and pedal points, as is so much of the organ repertoire, but 
Nielsen remakes these old-fashioned techniques into new 

forms of bracingly dissonant energy and acerbically visceral 
harmony. It’s a stunningly rich and strange musical world that 
Nielsen creates. Stranger still is Ligeti’s Volumina. Composed 
in the early 1960s, Volumina turns the organ into a reservoir 
of sonic possibility. Ligeti goes straight to the guts of the king 
of instruments and makes music from the gigantic clusters 
and clouds of notes he finds there, revelling in the elemental 
vastness of the sonic world of the organ. It’s a piece that has 
more apocalyptic power than any other piece I know for a 
solo instrument. All hail Volumina, and the organocalypse!
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